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Eemain -with, me and tarry still,

And see wha playis best their paws,

And let fillock gae fling her fill,

For fient a crum of thee she faws.

Though she he fair, I will not fenzie,

She is the hind of others mae
;

For why 1 there is a fellow menzie,

That seemis guid and are not sae.

My heart, tak nowther pain nor wae,

For Meg, for Marjory, or yet Mause,

But he thou glad and let her gae
;

For fient a crum of thee she faws.

Because I find she took in ill,

At her departing thou mak nae care
;

But all beguiled, go where she will,

Ashrew the heart that mane maks maix !

My heart, be merry late and air,

This is the final end and clause
;

And let her fallow ane filly fair,

For fient a crum of thee she faws.

HEY, NOW THE DAY DAWS

!

Dunbar, in one of his poems, ridicules the common minstrels

of Edinburgh for having but two tunes :

Your commone menstralis has no tone,

But Now the Day Daws, and Into June.

This, of course, establishes that there was a popular air, called

Now the Day Daws, as early as the beginning of the sixteenth

century. We have, however, no copy of any tune so named
before one which appears in Gordon's manuscript Lute-book,

1627 ; and the earliest song so entitled is one which appears in

the works of Alexander Montgomery (died between 1607 and
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1611). In the present collection, it has been thought proper to

present two of the seven verses of Montgomery's song, as giving

some idea of what was thought presentable song-minstrelsy in

the reign of James VI.—the refined lays of the lady's bower, in

contrast to the rude rants which sprang up among the common
people.

Hey, now the day dawis,

The jolly cock crawis,

Now shrouds the shawis,

Through nature anon

!

The thrissle-cock cryis

On lovers wha lyis
;

Now shales the skyis ;

The night is near gone !

The season excellis,

Through sweetness that smellis ;

Now Cupid compellis

Our heartis each one.

On Venus, wha wakis

To muse on our maikis,

Syne sing, for their sakis,

The night is near gone !

Mr David Laing, in his notes on Johnson's Museum (p. 534),

has presented the notes of Tlie Day Dawis from the Lute-book
;

but has failed to observe that it differs from the rhythm of

Montgomery's song, so that it is impossible to sing the one to

the other. This tune, indeed, is of a tinkling artificial character,

full of oddly abrupt transitions, perhaps well adapted for the

lute, but utterly unlike the flowing character of those melodies

to which the Scottish songs in general are sung. We are,

therefore, forced to conjecture that either the air has been incor-

rectly transcribed from the antiquated notation of the original,

or there were two songs of different metrical structure, called

The Day Dawis.
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Mr Stenhouse, seeing the suitableness of Montgomery's song

for the tune called Hey Tuttie Taittie ! did not hesitate to assume

that the latter was the true ancient tune of The Day Dawis,

alluded to by the poet Dunbar. For this, however, there is no

authority, any more than there is for the ' tradition ' reported by
Burns, that Hey Tuttie Taittie was Bruce's march at Bannock-

burn. All that we know of this notable melody is, that we find

it in connection with a Jacobite song, beginning ' Here 's to the

king, sir,' and which has been included in our Historical Series.

THE BANKS OF HELICON.

In what is called the Maitland Manuscript (Pepys's Collection,

Cambridge)—that is, a transcribed assemblage of poems of the

sixteenth century, which we owe to Sir Richard Maitland and

perhaps some other members of his family—appears a song

called TJie Banks of Helicon, in the complicated measure which

Montgomeiy in that age exemplified in The Cherry and the Slae,

and which Burns was the last to employ (Epistle to Davy, &c).

It is the composition of a learned pen, and celebrates the charms

of a mistress, with classic references, in a style approaching

idolatry, but is not without a certain poetical verve far from

displeasing. Modern literary antiquaries seem to think it

possibly a composition of Alexander Montgomery, seeing it is

in metre and some other respects so like his undoubted com-

position The Cherry and the Slae. Montgomery is believed to

have died between 1607 and 161 1.

Several musical manuscripts of the early part of the seventeenth

century x present a tune called The Banks of Helicon, indicated in

one as a work of Mr Andrew Blackball, minister of Inveresk,

who died in 1609, at the age of 73, and appears to have been

1 See Sibbald's Chronicle of Scottish Poetry, iii. 191. Stenhouse's Notes

to Johnson's Museum, p. 406. Laing's Additional Notes to Stenhouse,

p. *4S3, and Introduction, p. lxxxiii.




